Mosaic trisomy 13: understanding origin using SNP array.
Trisomy 13 occurs in 1/10,000-20,000 live births, and mosaicism accounts for 5% of these cases. Phenotype and outcome of mosaic trisomy 13 are variable and poorly understood. Microsatellite analyses of trisomy 13 have indicated the high incidence of maternal meiotic origin and reduced recombination, but no study has focused on mosaic trisomy 13 in live born patients. Single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) array, fluorescence in situ hybridisation and bioinformatics analyses were performed in three cases of mosaic trisomy 13. Two cases of complete mosaic trisomy 13 originated from meiosis I non-disjunction followed by trisomic rescue; one had crossovers resulting in segmental uniparental disomy in the disomic line, and one had no crossover. Mosaicism for partial trisomy 13 in the third complex case either arose from meiosis II non-disjunction without crossover or in early mitosis followed by anaphase lags. The extra chromosome 13 was maternal in origin in all three cases. Mosaicism percentage calculated from B allele frequencies ranged from 30 to 50. Genotypes and copy number information provided by SNP array allow determination of parental origin and uniparental disomy status and direct quantification of mosaicism. Such information may lead to a better understanding of mechanisms underlying mosaic aneuploidies and the observed phenotypic variability and better prediction of recurrent risk.